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FALCON Power boneless

Power & Perfect — High Speed with boneless products: 
FALCON Power boneless
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Power & Perfect — FALCON Power boneless delivers high speed  
with boneless products

Technical data:

Max. cuts  
(Theoretical maximum value)

9 cuts per second

Cross-section of product 
W x H (mm/inch)

depending on application, 
max. up to 260 x 155; 
10 1/5“ x 6 1/10“

Max. infeed length (mm/inch) 1,000; 39 3/10“ (with weigher 
up to 800; 31 1/2“)

Housing dimensions (mm/inch)

Length with pre-belt without 
check weigher

4,422; 174“ / depending on 
model max. 4,688; 185“

Length with check weigher 
and sorting station(s)

on request

Width / Height (mm/inch) 1,348 / 2,223; 53“/ 87 1/2“

Connected load (kW) 8.6 without check weigher; 
9.6 with check weigher

Applications boneless, fresh/ crust frozen

Weight machine (50 Hz/60 Hz) 
with pre-belt, without portio-
ning belt (kg/lb)

approx. 1,589; 3,503
depending on model max. 
1,910; 4,211

Product specific accessories on request

Cutting in the fast lane. The portion cutting machine FALCON 

Power boneless works at a fast speed, at the same time 

remaining extremely precise, as you have come to expect 

from the FALCON machine models.

No one can afford to be without the FALCON Power bone-

less when it comes to fresh or crust frozen boneless  

products, like minute steaks (cutting to a specified weight or 

slice thickness). The product is loaded in continuously, end 

to end without a gap – without the need for a gripper hook, 

thereby delivering power, speed and a high yield. 

The proven 4D camera system for product measurement  

guarantees the machine‘s excellent results. The driven 

contour downholder guarantees that the product remains  

secure and stable during the cutting process. The products 

are cut leaving virtually no trim.



Quantity and Quality: the combination of high yield and precise 
portion cutting

The blade is firmly secured bet-

ween two stainless steel plates. 

This so-called sandwich guidance 

system prevents wedge cuts, 

resulting in clean cuts and the  

optimum output.

The product is fed in continuous-

ly, end-to-end without a gap —  

delivering a high throughput.

Despite the high speed exact 

slices are still the trademark of  

FALCON Power boneless.

“Endless“ placing of the shin-

gled slices is the classic discharge 

method.

Meat is a natural product that 

can have differences of shape 

and form. The intelligent down- 
holder which hold the product 

securely, adapt perfectly to the 

shape of the product.

Especially the 4D camera system 

is key to perfection and first-

class weight results. Four cameras 

measure the product completely 

(which is the difference to other 

systems) so that cuts can be 

made with high exactness.

Whether fresh or crust frozen 

— the FALCON Power boneless 

cuts boneless beef or pork —  

either to a specified weight 

or to a specified slice thick-

ness. Precisely weighed por-

tions are the result, depending 

on the degree and method of  

automation.

Bacon is cut here at high speed.  

Exceptional speed is possible, 

as the products can be cut con-

tinuously (end-to-end, without a 

gap).



One machine – Numerous options

The line capability of the FALCON Power boneless opens up 
numerous possibilities. These include the addition of check-
weigher and sorting station or flip-flop belt, express sorter 
and expansion to a robot installation.

Your benefits at a glance:

High-speed cutting of boneless products (fresh or crust  
 frozen) – continuous loading (end-to-end, without a gap)

Ideal for cutting according to a specified weight or to a  
 specified slice thickness 

High-precision, thanks to 4D camera system for product  
 measurement (360°) and intelligent driven contour   
 downholder for stabilising the product

Separation of the slices for further processing (optional)  
 — Ideal for IQF production 

 High flexibility/ innovative software programs 

 Portioning of one product in various weights with the   
 touch of a button / calculation of the optimum slice thick- 
 ness in order to achieve the target weight

So that the frying time indicated on the trays is accurate, the operator 

can specify that the slices should not be greater than or less than a 

certain thickness (“frying time guarantee“ software option).

Innovative software enables a product line to be subdivided in up to 

three cutting sections, with different weight classes for example. This

produces a joint, for instance, as rest piece (see above).

Ideal prerequisite for your processes! Separation of the slices — the 
optimum for IQF production (see above). The separation of the sin-

gle slices allows different automation processes e.g. fully automatic 
sorting and infeeding due to the latest robot technology (see below).

 Highly flexible cutting system featuring a range of optio- 
 nal modules such as pre-scale/ more powerful blade   
 drive for cutting crust frozen products/ check weigher/  
 sorting station with pusher(s) to eject slices that are   
 overweight or underweight/ flip-flop belt 

 Express sorter: uses checkweighers to sort slices auto- 
 matically into three lanes (slices that have the correct   
 weight, slices that are overweight, slices that are   
 underweight); manual end-of-line sorting to create   
 packets all of which are within the limits set out in the  
 regulation governing packaged goods

 robotic technology: fully-automatic sorting and infee- 
 ding process using robotic technology (up to 100 picks  
 per minute, available on request)
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 www.treif.com

Belgium China France Italy RussiaTREIF U.K. Ltd.

Genesis House, Poole Hall Road

Poole Hall Industrial Estate

Ellesmere Port, GB-Cheshire CH66 1ST

Phone: +44 (0) 151 3506100

Fax:  +44 (0) 151 3506101

E-Mail: treifuk@treif.com

TREIF USA Inc.

50 Waterview Drive, Suite 130

Shelton, CT 06484

Phone: +1 203 929 9930

Fax: +1 203 929 9949

E-Mail: treifusa@treif.com

HEADQUARTERS: 

TREIF Maschinenbau GmbH

Südstraße 4

D-57641 Oberlahr

Phone  +49 2685 944 0

Fax  +49 2685 1025

E-Mail: info@treif.com

Further LOCATIONS:


